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Hassle free milk PD testing leaves vet time free for problem cows

Milk PD test ideal for
fertility-conscious herd
Extensively grazing an organic cross-bred dairy herd calls for
intensive management. Devon-based Graham Vallis has to
keep a firm grip on calving pattern if the system is going to
work. Profitability relies on low cost milk production achieved
by maximising milk from grass and using the latest ‘tools of the
trade’ to maintain a tight calving pattern.
text Karen Wright

G

raham Vallis, and his two daughters
Laura and Emily, target 150 of their
190 cows to calve from February to April
and between 30 and 40 to calve in a sixweek block from mid September. This
suits their 172-hectare grassland unit on
Devon red soils at Bradninch, 10 miles
east of Exeter. There’s usually plenty of
grass through the spring then drought
conditions hit mid summer before an
autumn flush of good grass.

No delays
A mainly spring calving herd means that
80% of the herd’s 5,000-litre average can
be achieved from grass and forage. But

this does call for careful management.
“We have to maximise grazing and feed
times,” says Graham, who converted to
organic in 1996. “We have learned to
avoid delaying cows from feeding post
milking, particularly in the grazing
season. They get hungry then gorge
themselves on clover and this can cause
bloat and other metabolic problems.
Holding cows back for AI or PD checks
for a couple of hours in the morning is a
no-no.”
The Vallis’ system has evolved from a
more traditional autumn and winter
calving Holstein herd to an organic crossbred herd with cows – a mix of Friesian,

Ayrshire and some Jerseys – more suited
to their grassland farm. The milking herd
grazes from February to November,
relying on grass apart from in mid
summer when the diet is supplemented
with kale and forages.
“By this stage the small group of autumn
calvers – that help to even out our milk
production profile – are dried off so that
takes the pressure off the grass,” he adds.
In the short winter housed season cows
are fed soya and home grown oats –
wholecrop or crimped – with concentrates
kept to just half a tonne per cow. By this
stage the spring calvers are approaching
the end of their lactation.
“We keep the system simple and stress
free,” says Graham. “That way we can
manage the cows well and minimise any
hassle for both them and us. Yet we keep
looking for improvements as we want to
keep the business progressing.

Whole herd PD
“During the past 12 months we’ve made
two significant improvements to fertility
management. Both of my daughters
are now fully trained to carry out all the
AI work. So as Laura milks, any cows
for serving are inseminated by Emily
immediately as they leave the parlour –

Milk PD test for all – through recording or ad hoc kits
In just six months since its launch NMR’s
PD milk test has been used in 15% of
dairy herds. Available to all producers,
the test uses samples already collected
for NMR milk recording. Specially
designed easy-to-use kits are available
for non-NMR herds or for ad hoc testing.
Those recording with NMR can make
life even easier by using the auto-select
option where cows are tested at a defined
interval post service.
Results are available by email or from
the Herd Companion website, where a
dedicated iReport shows the results of
all cows with PD test results.
“NMR’s pregnancy test service has been
shown to be highly accurate from 35

46

days post service,” says NMR’s Justin
Frankfort.
“It can work alongside veterinary PD
work as an additional check. It is
particularly useful in identifying animals
that have previously PD’d positive but
have reabsorbed the embryo – this is the
case in 7% to 10% of cows within 100
days of service.
“We have trialled the service alongside
veterinary PD tests and found a 97%
correlation in results, demonstrating
the accuracy of the test.”
New milk PD test uses samples
already collected for milk recording
or provided in purpose-designed kits
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Emily, Graham and Laura Vallis

A tight calving pattern is essential for cows at Bradninch

their trip back to the field or feed face is
only delayed by a few minutes.
The second step forward was the use
of the new milk PD test introduced by
NMR. The whole milking herd was tested
in August using the NMR milk sample
already collected for quality testing.
“We start serving them at the end of
April for exactly three months. The first
services are with sexed semen and then I
use some young bull semen before I put
the bull in. Ideally cows would be PD’d
at a set interval post service but I’ve
always avoided this, particularly in the
grazing season, as it’s too stressful for
the cows and too much hassle for our
system. Instead I’ve relied on picking up
any repeat services and then PD’d cows
at drying off. But there’s always been
some that escaped the net.”
From 141 cows tested in the first milk
PD test, 10 came back as non-pregnant,
so will be sold, and 15 were inconclusive
so these were re-tested at the next
milk recording free of charge. “By the
time we’d got our second set of results
we were down to just a few cows
with question marks over them,” adds
Graham.
He does point out, though, that care
must be taken at sampling. “The
recorder was well versed about this due
to the sensitivity of the test and the
need to ensure there wasn’t any crosscontamination of milk. If a bit of the
previous cow’s milk gets into the sample
pot you could get a false reading – it just
means taking a few seconds more to
make sure the pipes are empty between
each cow.
“The test has given us some really useful
management information and we got
the vet to investigate any problems. And
we’re happy with its accuracy. This year
we’ve also PD’d cows manually at drying
off and so far we’ve only picked up two
that we thought were pregnant from the
milk test that aren’t – it maybe that they
have lost their calves in the interim.”

Good value
While Graham admits that the hasslefree aspects of the milk test really
appeal, he sees it as an addition to the
vet not a replacement. “It means that
the vet’s work can be targeted towards
problem cows. My eldest daughter Becca
is our vet so I am not trying to avoid the
vet! But using this extra tool – on
samples we’ve already paid to be
collected – makes a lot of sense. We’re
getting a lot of information for not a lot
of money.” l
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